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ABSTRACT
MAC protocols for wireless sensor networks employ periodic switch-
ing to low energy sleep state in order to enhance network lifetime.
During the sleep state, the sensors do not perform energy consum-
ing operations such as receiving and transmitting packets. During
the normal state, CSMA based multi-access mechanism is the MAC
protocol of choice in distributed, unsynchronized sensor networks.
The energy conserving mechanism has a two-fold effect on delay
in the network. On one hand it increases delay since many a times
the intended receiver may be in sleep state and the transmitter has
to delay the transmission to allow the receiver to wake up. On the
other hand, since the sensors do not transmit in sleep state, the con-
tention for channel is reduced which tends to improve delay. In this
paper we present a queuing theoretic analysis of delay and capacity
in sensor networks with uncoordinated sleep mechanism and char-
acterize the energy-delay-capacity tradeoffs. We consider several
sleep states which consume different levels of energy. We model
sensor networks as queuing networks and evaluate closed form ex-
pressions for average packet delay and maximum achievable per-
node throughput in terms of network parameters and sleep sched-
ule. Comparisons with the performance of networks that do not
employ any energy conserving mechanisms show that any of the
energy conserving sleep states in the networks considered in this
paper leads to considerable degradation in delay and capacity of the
network.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2 [Computer Systems Organization]: Computer Communica-
tion Networks; C.4 [Computer Systems Organization]: Perfor-
mance of Systems; G.0 [Mathematics of Computing]: General;
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1. INTRODUCTION
Battery power is a very important resource in sensor networks.

This is particularly true in sensor networks that are deployed in
areas of poor accessibility. These sensor networks are expected
to operate for long periods without any human intervention, rul-
ing out the possibility of replacing exhausted batteries. Such sen-
sors have to be highly energy efficient in order to conserve battery
power. Among other schemes, such as choosing energy efficient
routes [1, 2], scheduling [3–5], data aggregation [6], etc, sensors
endeavor to conserve energy by periodically switching to a low en-
ergy sleep state [7–9]. When a node is not in sleep state, it is in a
state termed active state. Since most of the energy is consumed in
packet transmission and idle listening, the sensors do not perform
these operations during the sleep state. However, other low energy
operations, such as sensing and data processing, may be allowed
during the sleep state. In a dense sensor network, where there are a
lot of redundant sensors, the overall operation of the sensor network
may not suffer even if the sensors do not sense or receive packets
during the sleep state. This is particularly true if the sleep schedules
of the sensors are uncorrelated. We refer to such sensor networks
where the nodes switch to low energy sleep state as energy efficient
sensor networks.

Other than enhancing the network lifetime, the periodic switch
to sleep state has a two-fold effect on the delay and capacity of an
energy efficient network. On the positive side, since the nodes do
not transmit packets during sleep state, the number of nodes con-
tending for the wireless channel is reduced. This reduces the time
a node has to wait to transmit a packet and hence tends to improve
the delay and capacity of the network. However, it also tends to
have a negative effect on delay and capacity. There are two reasons
for this. Firstly, sleep state prohibits a node from transmission and
hence does not let it utilize the channel even when it may be idle.
Secondly, even though a node may be in active state and ready to
transmit a packet, the node that is supposed to be the next hop of
the packet may be in sleep state. This effect of the periodic switch
to sleep state tends to increase the delay experienced by a packet
and reduces the capacity of the network.

In this paper we explore in detail the effect of the sleep mech-
anism in energy efficient sensor networks on the delay and capac-
ity of the network. We use a queuing theoretic approach, simi-
lar to the one used in [10]. The study is mainly targeted towards
battery powered sensor networks, although the results may apply
to other battery powered ad hoc networks that use energy efficient
MAC. We consider various sleep states, differentiated on the basis
of whether packet receive and/or sense operation is allowed in the
sleep state. The network model takes into account the packet gen-
eration process, degree of locality of traffic, and the random access
MAC mechanism for packet transmission during the active state.



We develop a G/G/1 queuing network model for the energy efficient
sensor networks and use diffusion approximation in order to solve
the queuing network. We evaluate closed form expressions for the
maximum allowable sensing rate and the average end-to-end packet
delay in energy efficient sensor networks.

The degradation of delay performance due to MAC protocols
with sleep has been the focus of several recent studies. In [11],
the authors evaluate an expression for average delay in a one–hop
network that employs a random access MAC with sleep. Perco-
lation based approach is used in [12] to analyze bounds on delay
incurred in reporting a sensed event to a sink of a dense sensor net-
work. It is shown that the delay in relaying a packet from a source
to its destination is proportional to the distance between the two
nodes. The value of the proportionality constant however depends
on network parameters such as node density, communication radius,
sleep schedule, etc. Also it is shown that the size of the set of nodes
that may receive a broadcast message from a source grows linearly
with time. However, the effect of nodes competing for the wireless
channel is not considered in this work. The effect of sporadic and
correlated traffic generation in one–hop sensor networks on delay is
considered in [13]. The problem of finding sleep schedules that im-
prove the delay performance is considered in [14–16]. In [14], the
authors propose DMAC that minimizes sleep latency in scenarios
where the communication is restricted to unidirectional data gath-
ering trees. A graph theoretic approach is used to formulate the op-
timal sleep schedule problem for arbitrary communication pattern.
It is shown that the problem is NP-hard and heuristic algorithms are
proposed to improve the delay performance. A protocol for sleep
scheduling is proposed in [16] that minimizes the average delay be-
tween occurrence of an event and its detection by a sensor.

In our work we consider a multi–hop sensor network where CSMA
is used as the multi-access protocol for packet transmission. The
communication considered in this paper corresponds to many-to-
many communication pattern. Uncoordinated sleep schedule is con-
sidered, which is the least complex scheduling policy in large dis-
tributed sensor networks. Thus our analysis takes into account both
effects of sleep – latency because of unavailability of next hop node
and decrease in contention due to reduction in number of nodes that
contend for the channel. We evaluate closed form expressions for
end-to-end delay and maximum achievable throughput for various
sleep scenarios. Our results indicate that no matter what operations
are permitted during sleep state, the performance of the network
always degrades whenever any energy saving mechanism is used.
Depending upon the goals of the applications, the analytical results
may be used to select the appropriate parameters of sleep schedule
to configure the network.

The rest of the paper is organized in the following manner. We
briefly present the diffusion approximation method in Section 2.
The network model is described in Section 3. The delay analysis
for energy efficient networks is presented in Section 4. The results
are discussed in detail in Section 5. We finally summarize the paper
in Section 6.

2. DIFFUSION APPROXIMATION METHOD
The diffusion approximation [17] can be used for solving an open

G/G/1 queuing network provided that all the nodes in the network
are single server with first-come first-serve (FCFS) service strategy.
The advantage of using the diffusion approximation in this work is
that it allows us to obtain closed form expressions for the average
end-to-end delay.

In this section we briefly describe how the diffusion approxi-
mation is used to solve an open G/G/1 queuing network. (Please
see [17] for details). Suppose we have an open queuing network

with n service stations, numbered from 1 to n. The external arrival
of a job is a renewal process with an average inter-arrival time of
1/λe and the coefficient of variance of inter-arrival time equals cA.
The mean and coefficient of variance of the service time at a station
i are denoted by 1/µi and cBi, respectively.

The visit ratio of a station in a queuing network is defined as the
average number of times a packet is forwarded by (i.e. visits) the
station. The visit ratio of station i, denoted by ei, is given by

ei = p0i(n) +

j=n∑
j=1

pji(n) · ej (1)

where p0i denotes the probability that a job enters the queuing
network from station i and pji denotes the probability that a job is
routed to station i after completing its service at station j.

There are two sources of packet arrivals at a station: the jobs that
are generated at the station and the jobs that are forwarded to the
station by other stations. The resulting arrival rate is termed the
effective arrival rate at a station. The effective arrival rate at the
station i, denoted by λi is given by

λi = λeei (2)

The utilization factor of station i, denoted by ρi, is given by

ρi = λi/µi (3)

The squared coefficient of variance of the inter-arrival time at a
station i, denoted by c2

Ai, is approximated using

c2
Ai = 1 +

n∑
j=0

(c2
Bj − 1) · p2

ji · ej · e−1
i (4)

where c2
B0 = c2

A.
According to the diffusion approximation, the approximate ex-

pression for the probability that the number of jobs at station i
equals k, denoted by π̂i(k), is

π̂i(k) =

{
1− ρi k = 0
ρi(1− ρ̂i)ρ̂

k−1
i k¿0 (5)

where

ρ̂i = exp

(
− 2(1− ρi)

c2
Ai · ρi + c2

Bi

)
(6)

The mean number of jobs at a station i, denoted by Ki, is

Ki = ρi/(1− ρ̂i) (7)

3. QUEUING NETWORK MODEL
In this section we present the network model and develop a queu-

ing network model for multihop wireless networks. We also derive
expressions for the parameters of the queuing network model.

3.1 The network model
Sensor placement and communication model: The network

consists of n + 1 sensor nodes, numbered 1 to n + 1, that are dis-
tributed uniformly and independently over a torus of unit area. We
assume a torus area in order to avoid complications in the analysis
caused by the edge effects. Each node is assumed to have an equal
transmission range, denoted by r(n). Let rij denote the distance
between nodes i and j. Nodes i and j are said to be neighbors if
they can directly communicate with each other, i.e. if rij ≤ r(n).
Let N(i) denote the set of nodes that are neighbors of node i. All
the neighbors of a node lie on a disc of area A(n) = πr(n)2 cen-
tered at the node. The area A(n) is termed the “communication
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Figure 1: States of a node in an energy efficient sensor network.

area” of a node. The communication area is chosen such that the
network is connected which ensures that N(i) 6= φ ∀ i. The trans-
mission rate of each node equals W bits/second.

We use a special case of the Protocol Model of interference de-
scribed in [18]. If node i transmits to node j then the transmission
will be successful only if (i) rij ≤ r(n) and (ii) rkj > r(n) for
every other node k 6= i, j that transmits simultaneously with node
i. In other words, node i can successfully transmit a packet to node
j only if i is a neighbor of j and no other neighbor of j is transmit-
ting concurrently with i. (This is equivalent to setting ∆ = 0 in the
Protocol Model in [18]).

Traffic model: Each node in the network could be a source, des-
tination and/or relay of packets. Each node generates packets with
rate λ packets/sec. The delay analysis is possible for any packet
generation process as long as the mean and SCV of packet inter
arrival time are known. For the sake of simplicity, we assume in
our model that the packet generation process at each node is an
i.i.d. Poisson process. The size of each packet is constant and
equals L bits. When a node receives a packet from any of its neigh-
bors, it either forwards the packet to its neighbors with probability
(1 − p(n)) or absorbs the packet with probability p(n). The prob-
ability p(n) is termed “absorption probability”. In other words, the
absorption probability is the probability that a node is the destina-
tion of a packet given that the node has received the packet from its
neighbors. When a node forwards a packet, each of its neighbors is
equally likely to receive the packet. The advantage of such a model
is that we can control the locality of the traffic by varying the pa-
rameter p(n). The traffic is highly localized if p(n) is large while a
small value of p(n) implies unlocalized traffic. This would help us
to characterize the effect of the locality of the traffic on the average
delay and maximum achievable throughput. In addition, random
walk had been proposed as a possible way to route packets [19, 20]
and query packets [21–24] in wireless sensor networks.

Sleep model: We use the following sleep model for the analysis.
Each sensor node is either in active or sleep state. The time spent
by a node in the active state is exponentially distributed with mean
1

µS
while the time spent by a node in the sleep state is exponentially

distributed with mean 1
µA

. The state of a node is independent of the
states of any other node in the network. The evolution of the states
of a node may be represented as a Markov chain as shown in the
Figure 1.

In sleep state the nodes do not perform idle sensing and transmit
operations, while in active state the nodes perform sensing, receiv-
ing and transmitting operations. Sensor networks may be classified
according to the operations performed during sleep state in the fol-
lowing manner [25]:

1. Networks with idle sleep: The nodes neither sense nor re-

ceive packets from neighboring nodes when they are in sleep
state.These networks are suitable in situations where the node
density is very high or there exists a high degree of redun-
dancy in the information sensed by nodes. Also the delay re-
quirement of the data should be elastic or else multiple paths
should exist between sensors and sink.

2. Networks that sense during sleep: The nodes continue the
sensing operation during sleep state but can not receive data
from neighboring sensors. These networks are suitable in
situations where the level of redundancy in the information
sensed by various sensors is low. Thus each sensor must con-
tinue sensing operation for the network to function properly.
However the delay requirements must be elastic or multiple
paths between source and destination must exist.

3. Networks that receive during sleep: The nodes may receive
packets from neighboring sensors but they do not sense dur-
ing sleep state. These networks are suitable in situations
where delay requirements are not elastic and redundancy in
the information collected by various sensors in high.

4. Networks that sense and receive during sleep: The nodes
continue their sensing and receiving operations during sleep
state. These networks are suitable in situations where redun-
dancy is low and delay requirements are stringent.

The power consumed by the networks progressively increases as
we move down the above list. Networks with idle sleep consume
the least power while networks that sense and receive packets dur-
ing sleep consume the most power. We consider various sleep states
in order to investigate the energy-performance tradeoffs among the
above-mentioned energy conserving schemes. However, it should
be noted that designing MAC protocols that realize some of the
above sleep schemes may be difficult, particularly designing proto-
cols that receive during sleep (without idle listening) may be most
challenging. However, the packet reception may be enabled by us-
ing out-of-band signaling [26] or by the use of long preambles pre-
ceding a packet transmission and small periods idle listening during
sleep state [27].

MAC model: Two nodes are said to be interfering neighbors if
they lie within a distance of 2r(n) of each other. The transmission
of a node would be successful if none of the interfering neighbors of
the node transmits concurrently. Also, two nodes may successfully
transmit at the same time if they are not interfering neighbors of
each other. This definition of interfering neighbors is similar to that
given in [18].

The random access MAC model is described as follows. Before
transmitting each packet the nodes count down a random back-off
timer. The duration of the timer is exponentially distributed with
mean 1/ξ. As in IEEE 802.11, the timer of a node freezes each
time an interfering neighbor starts transmitting a packet. When the
back-off timer of a node expires, it starts transmitting the packet and
the back-off timers of all its interfering neighbors are immediately
frozen. The timers of the interfering neighbors are resumed as soon
as the transmission of the packet is complete. The time required to
transmit a packet from a node to its neighbor is L/W + To, where
To is the time required for the exchange of RTS, CTS and ACK
packets. We assume that To is negligible compared to L/W , so in
our analysis we assume that the time required to transmit a packet is
L/W . The model is mathematically tractable and at the same time
captures the behavior of IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol.

The backoff timer of a node, that is waiting to transmit, is frozen
as soon as it enters sleep state. In the networks where nodes cannot
receive during sleep state, if the MAC transmission timer expires
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Figure 2: Queuing network model for multihop wireless sensor networks.

while the intended receiver is sleeping then the node starts a new
timer and makes another attempt to transmit the packet.

We assume that each node in the network has infinite buffers
which means that no packets are dropped in the network. The pack-
ets are served by the nodes on first come first serve (FCFS) basis.

Queuing Network Model: Multihop wireless sensor networks
can be modeled as a queuing network as shown in Figure 2(a). The
stations of the queuing network correspond to the nodes of the wire-
less network. The forwarding probabilities in the queuing network,
denoted by pij , correspond to the probability that a packet that is
transmitted by node i enters the node j’s queue. Figure 2(b) shows
a representation of a node in the sensor network as a station in the
queuing network.

The end-to-end delay in a wireless network equals the sum of
queuing and transmission delays at source and intermediate nodes.
We will use the queuing network model shown in Figures 2(a) and 2(b)
in order to mathematically analyze the end-to-end delay.

3.2 Parameters of the queuing network model
In this section we present expressions of the parameters of the

queuing network model. For detailed derivations of these parame-
ters please refer to [10].

LEMMA 1. The expected1 probability that a packet is forwarded
from node i to node j, denoted by pij(n), is

pij(n) =

{
1−p(n)

n
(1− (1−A(n))n) i 6= j

0 i = j
(8)

LEMMA 2. The expected visit ratio of node i, denoted by ei, is
given by

ei =
1

(n + 1)p(n)
∀ i (9)

when (1 − A(n))n → 0, i.e. when A(n) is chosen such that the
network is connected with high probability.

LEMMA 3. The expected number of hops traversed by a packet
between its source and destination, denoted by s, equals 1

p(n)
.

1All expected values in this paper are the expectation over all packets and all possible
network topologies.

4. QUEUING ANALYSIS
In this section we present the delay and capacity analysis for en-

ergy efficient networks with idle sleep. The analysis may be easily
extended to the other sleep models. First we calculate preliminary
quantities such as effective arrival rate, average interfering neigh-
bors and the average number of active interfering neighbors that
have a packet to transmit. Due to space constraints, the results are
provided without proof. The detailed proofs are available in a tech-
nical report [28].

LEMMA 4. Let PA denote the probability that a given node is
in active state and PS denote the probability that the node is sleep
state. Then

PA =
µA

µA + µS
(10)

PS =
µS

µA + µS
(11)

LEMMA 5. The effective arrival rate as seen by a node in the
sensor network is

λi =
λPA

p(n)
(12)

LEMMA 6. Let Hi denote the number of interfering neighbors
of a node i. Then

E[Hi] = 4nA(n) (13)

E[H2
i ] = 4nA(n)(1 + 4(n− 1)A(n)) (14)

where A(n) = π · r(n)2.

LEMMA 7. Let MAi denote the number of active interfering
neighbors that have packets to send. Then under steady state,

E[MAi] =4ρPAnA(n) (15)

E[M2
Ai] =ρ2P 2

A · 4nA(n)(1 + 4(n− 1)A(n)) + 4nA(n)ρPA

(1− ρPA) (16)

Note that a single packet transmission may consist of several
transmission attempts. These transmissions may fail because the
intended receiver may be in sleep state. Each transmission com-
mences when the transmission timer of a node expires. Each trans-
mission attempt epoch consists of the time required for counting



down the back-off timer and the time taken to transmit the packet.
The time required to transmit the packet is constant and equals
L/W seconds. The time required for counting down the back-off
timer will depend on the duration of the timer and the number of
times it is frozen during the attempt epoch. The back-off timer may
freeze due to two reason: (i) when an interfering neighbor starts
transmitting, and (ii) when the node enters sleep state. The duration
of the timer freeze induced by interfering neighbors equals L/W
seconds. The mean duration of the freeze induced due to the sleep
state equals 1/µA seconds. Let ZAi and WAi denote the number
of times the timer is frozen during a transmission attempt epoch at
node i due to interfering neighbors and sleep state respectively. Let
χi denote the length of a transmission attempt epoch. In order to
calculate χi, we first need to calculate ZAi and WAi. Also note
that since the probability that the intended receiver is in active state
when the timer expires PA, the mean time required to serve a packet
at node i (denote by Xi) equals E[χi]/PA. We now proceed to
calculate E[ZAi], E[WAi], E[χi], and Xi. In order to simplify the
analysis and make it tractable we assume that the number of awake
nodes in the neighborhood of a given node do not change during the
transmission of a packet. For µS << µA these assumption would
be very accurate.

LEMMA 8. Let ZAi denote the number of times the timer of a
node is frozen during a transmission attempt epoch due to interfer-
ing neighbors. Then under steady state,

E[ZAi] = 4ρnA(n)PA (17)

LEMMA 9. Let WAi denote the number of times the back off
timer is frozen during a transmission attempt epoch because a node
enters sleep state. Then under steady state,

E[WAi] =
µSµA

µS + µA
E[χi] (18)

where χi is the length of a transmission attempt epoch.

THEOREM 1. Let χi denote the duration of transmission at-
tempt epoch of a node. Under steady state

χi = E[χi] =

1
ξ

+ L
W

PA − 4nA(n)λi
L
W

(19)

χ2
i = E[χ2

i ] = (Z2
Ai(1 + 2

µS

µA
) + 2ZAi(1 +

µS

µA
) + 1)

L2

W 2
+

(1+4MAi
µS

µA
+2MAi +

µS

µA
)

L

W

2

ξ
+(1+2

µS

µA
)

2

ξ2
+

2

µ2
A

W 2
Ai+

2
L

W

1

µA
WAi (20)

COROLLARY 1. Let Xi denote the time required to serve a packet
by node i. Then Xi, the mean service time, and X2

i , the second mo-
ment of service time, are given by

Xi = E[Xi] =
( 1

ξ
+ L

W
) 1

PA

PA − 4nA(n)λi
L
W

(21)

X2
i = E[X2

i ] =
1

PA
χ2

i + (
2

P 2
A

− 2

PA
)χi

2 (22)

THEOREM 2. For the idle sleep model, the average end to end
delay in an energy efficient multihop wireless network, denoted by
D(n), is given by

D(n) =
ρi

λPA · (1− ρ̂i)
(23)

where λi, Xi and ρ̂i are given by (12), (21) and (6) respectively
and ρ = λiXi.

5. DISCUSSIONS
In the previous subsection we presented a delay analysis for en-

ergy efficient sensor network in which nodes do not receive pack-
ets or sense information while in sleep state. In this section we
present, without proof the mean service time for all the sleep sce-
narios discussed in Section 3.1. We also present the expressions for
maximum achievable throughput for all sleep scenarios. All results
presented in this section are accompanied by a brief discussion on
interpretation and implication of the results.

5.1 Average Service Time

1. For the networks with idle sleep2, the average service, XRS
i ,

is given by

XRS
i =

1
ξ

+ L
W

P 2
A − 4nA(n) λ

p(n)
L
W

P 2
A

(24)

Consider a scenario where there are only two nodes; one
transmits to the other. The transmitter uses 802.11 and both
transmitter and receiver periodically go into idle sleep state.
In such a scenario there would be no contention for the chan-
nel and the service time would be 1/ξ+L/W

P2
A

. The second

term in the denominator (4nA(n) λ
p(n)

L
W

P 2
A) is the result of

contention with neighboring nodes, and is termed contention
term. In [10], it is shown that for networks where nodes do
not enter sleep state, the service time in absence of contention
is 1

ξ
+ L

W
and the contention term appearing in the denomi-

nator is 4nA(n) λ
p(n)

L
W

. So the non-contended service time
is increased by factor of 1/P 2

A while the contention term is
decreased by a factor of P 2

A.

The reason for the quadratic increase in the non-contended
service time is that it is increased due to two reasons. One
reason of the increase is that the transmitter periodically de-
cides to sleep and the second reason is that the receiver might
be sleeping when the back-off timer of transmitter expires
and it is ready to transmit. Each of these factors contribute a
factor of 1/PA to the non-contended service time.

Similarly, there are two reasons that lead to the decrease of
the contention term. One reason is that the probability that
the nodes contending with the transmitter are active is PA.
Thus contention is reduced because some of the contend-
ing nodes may be sleeping. The second reason for decrease
in contention is that the nodes produce data (or sense) only
when they are active. Thus utilization factor of each node is
reduced and so is contention. A factor of PA is contributed
due to each reason and hence the contention term is reduced
by factor P 2

A.
2Although this result has been worked out in previous subsection it
presented here for the sake of completeness and elaborate discus-
sion



2. For the networks where nodes sense during sleep but do not
receive packets from neighbors, the average service time is

XRS
i =

1
ξ

+ L
W

P 2
A − 4nA(n) λ

p(n)
L
W

PA

(25)

In this case the service time in absence of contention is in-
creased by a factor of 1/P 2

A. The reason for this decrease
is the same as explained in the last section i.e. due to the
periodic sleep of both transmitter and receiver. However the
contention term is decreased by a factor of PA only. This
decrease is because contending nodes are in sleep state with
probability PA. However since the nodes are producing pack-
ets even during sleep we do not see a quadratic decrease in
contention term as observed in the case of idle sleep.

3. For networks where nodes receive packets from neighbors
during sleep but do not perform sensing operation, the av-
erage service time is given by

XRS
i =

1
ξ

+ L
W

PA − 4nA(n) λ
p(n)

L
W

P 2
A

(26)

In this case the service time in absence of contention is in-
creased by a factor of 1/PA only. The factor is not quadratic
because the increase in this case in caused only because of
the sleep of transmitting node. The packet can be success-
fully transmitted by the transmitter even if receiver node is
sleeping. The contention term is decreased by a factor P 2

A.
The reason for this factor is same as that for idle sleep.

4. For networks where nodes receive packets from neighboring
nodes and perform sensing operations in sleep state, the av-
erage service time is

XRS
i =

1
ξ

+ L
W

PA − 4nA(n) λ
p(n)

L
W

PA

(27)

In this case the increase in service time without any con-
tention is by a factor of 1/PA. This is because nodes may re-
ceive successfully during sleep and increase in non-contended
service time is only because transmitter may go into sleep
mode during service epoch. The contention term is decreased
by factor PA. The decrease is because the probability that
contending node is sleeping (and hence not contending) is
PA.

5.2 Maximum Achievable Sensing Rate
In this subsection we present the maximum rate at which the

nodes may sense data for various sleep scenarios. These results
are obtained by using the fact that the utilization ratio ρ = λiXi

should be less than 1 for delay to be finite.

1. For the networks with idle sleep, the maximum achievable
throughput is

λRS
max =

p(n)
1/ξ+L/W

PA
+ 4nA(n) L

W

(28)

The result may be interpreted in the following way. For the
case of only one transmitter and one receiver, where both re-
ceiver and transmitter do not receive during sleep, the max-
imum achievable throughput would be 1

(1/ξ+L/W )/P2
A

. In
a network with many nodes but single hop traffic, the con-
tention term of 4nA(n)(L/W )/P 2

A would be present. Be-
cause the neighboring nodes are active with probability PA,

the contention term is reduced to 4nA(n)(L/W )/PA. Since
the traffic is multi-hop and nodes do not sense while sleeping
the maximum achievable throughput is given by

p(n)/PA

(1/ξ+L/W )/P2
A

+4nA(n)(L/W )/PA
which reduces to (28).

2. For the networks where nodes sense during sleep but do not
receive packets from neighbors, the maximum achievable through-
put is

λRS
max =

p(n)
1/ξ+L/W

P2
A

+ 4nA(n) L
W

1
PA

(29)

The same explanation given in the case of idle sleep applies
to this case except that because the nodes sense during sleep
the 1/PA term does not appear in the numerator in the final
expression as it does in the case of idle sleep.

3. For networks where nodes receive packets from neighbors
during sleep but do not perform sensing operation, the maxi-
mum achievable throughput is

λRS
max =

p(n)

1/ξ + L/W + 4nA(n) L
W

PA

(30)

For this case the maximum achievable throughput in a two-
node network would be 1

(1/ξ+L/W )/PA
. The term due to

contention would be (4nA(n) · PA)/PA = 4nA(n). The
PA factor in numerator appears because contending nodes
are active with probability PA while the PA factor in the de-
nominator appears because the node itself is active only for
PA fraction of time. Incorporating the fact that the traffic is
multihop and that the nodes do not sense while sleeping we
get (30).

4. For networks where nodes receive packets from neighboring
nodes and perform sensing operations in sleep state, the max-
imum achievable throughput is

λRS
max =

p(n)
1/ξ+L/W

PA
+ 4nA(n) L

W

(31)

For this case the maximum achievable throughput for the two
node network would be 1

(1/ξ+L/W )/PA
. The contention term

would be (4nA(n) · PA)/PA = 4nA(n). Since the traffic
is multi-hop and nodes continue to sense while sleeping the
maximum achievable throughput is (31).

Another related concept is the maximum achievable effective through-
put of a node. The effective throughput indicates the rate at which
a node generates packets. For the cases where nodes do not sense
while in sleep state (1 and 3), the effective throughput equals the
sensing rate times the probability of a node being in active state.
Thus, the effective throughput only depends on the fact that whether
nodes receive during sleep state or not. So for case where nodes do
not receive while in sleep state the effective throughput is given by

λR
eff =

p(n)
1/ξ+L/W

P2
A

+ 4nA(n) L
W

1
PA

(32)

On the other hand, for cases where nodes can receive packets in
sleep state the maximum achievable effective throughput is given
by

λR
eff = λRS

max =
p(n)

1/ξ+L/W
PA

+ 4nA(n) L
W

(33)
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Figure 3: Maximum sensing rate versus probability that a node
is active for various sleep scenarios. The sensing rate for sce-
nario 1 and 4 overlap with each other.

We now present and discuss some numerical results of the above
analysis. For these results we used the following network param-
eters: n = 500, ξ = 103 sec, L = 1000 bits, W = 11 Mbps,
p(n) =

√
log n/n, and r(n) =

√
log n/n. Figure 3 shows how

the maximum achievable sensing rate varies with PA for all sleep
scenarios. It is observed that, except for the scenario where nodes
receive packets during sleep state (case 3) but do not generate any
traffic, the sensing rate increases with increase in PA. This trend
can be explained in the following manner. In case 3, the sensors
do not generate any new data during the sleep state. As PA in-
creases the effective rate of packet generation increases, which in-
creases load on the network for a given sensing rate. Thus maxi-
mum achievable sensing rate decreases as PA increases. The max-
imum achievable sensing rate is the least for case 2, where nodes
continue to generate traffic during sleep state but do not receive
packets. This is because the effective packet generation rate is high
for a given sensing rate and the fact that nodes do not receive pack-
ets during sleep state increases the service time. This leads to low-
est maximum sensing rate. The maximum sensing rate for case 1
and 4 overlap. In case 1 nodes neither generate traffic nor receive
packets during the sleep state. In case 4 the nodes continue to gen-
erate traffic during sleep state but it is compensated by their ability
to receive packets during sleep state. In cases 1 and 2 the sensing
rate increases with increase in PA since increase in PA implies the
nodes are ready to receive and transmit packet for more fraction of
time. In case 3, the increase in sensing sensing with PA is only due
to the ability of nodes to transmit for more fraction of time with
increase in PA. In case 3 also the fraction of time that the nodes are
able to transmit increases with increase in PA, it is outweighed by
the fact that the generate more traffic with increase in PA.

Figure 4 shows how the effective throughput varies with PA. We
observe that for both the cases where the nodes may receive or not
receive during the sleep state, the maximum achievable throughput
increases with increase in PA. This is because increase in PA al-
lows nodes to be able to transmit packets for a larger fraction of
time and hence decreasing the service time. This result also im-
plies that the maximum achievable throughput of an energy effi-
cient sensor network is always less than that of a normal ad hoc
network. In other words, the reduction in channel contention due to
the nodes periodically switching over to sleep state is outweighed
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Figure 4: Maximum achievable effective throughput versus
probability that a node is active. No matter whether nodes
receive data during sleep or not, the maximum achievable
throughput increases with active probability.

by the longer delays incurred due to the nodes not being able to
transmit during sleep state. Also another observation form 4 is that
the effective throughput is higher when the nodes are able to receive
packets during sleep state. In fact, the difference is very significant
when PA is small. However ability to receive the packets at all
times increases the energy spent during the sleep state and hence
lowers the network lifetime. In fact in the currently existing trans-
receivers and protocols the ability to receive packets during sleep
state may lead to little or no energy savings. Thus from the point
of view of conserving energy it is desirable that the nodes do not
perform receive operations during the sleep state. In other words,
the results highlight the importance of developing efficient mecha-
nisms which enable the receivers to wake-up just-in-time (possibly
for a short period of times) to receive packets from their neighbors,
or to develop efficient mechanisms to synchronize sleep schedule
of neighbors.

6. SUMMARY
In this paper we studied the impact of strategies to conserve en-

ergy on the delay and capacity of multihop wireless networks. The
energy conservation strategies considered in this paper are periodic
switch to a low energy sleep state. The nodes cannot transmit pack-
ets in a sleep state, however in some cases nodes may be allowed
to receive or keep on generating data while in sleep state. We use a
queuing theoretic approach in order to evaluate the end-to-end delay
and maximum achievable effective throughput. It is observed that
no matter what sleep strategy is employed, the effective throughput
of energy efficient networks is less than that of ad hoc networks
with similar network parameters that do not employ any energy
conservation mechanism. This is because the reduction in channel
contention due to the nodes switching to sleep state is outweighed
by the increased delay introduced due to nodes not being able to
transmit or receive packets during sleep state. Numerical results
are presented which highlight the importance of developing corre-
lated sleep schedule or mechanisms that allow nodes to efficiently
receive packets in sleep state.
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